In realizing that mankind has the innate Power to reverse the devastating acts and their impact—primarily of the
uneducated man and the money-hungry business world [which controls the world’s money, which the scientists and engineers of the
world seek for research grants, to fund projects and develop new ideas or inventions, but which have yet to reach the point where they can
be sold to the public for a return on investment] that is killing, slowly and surely and above all inexorably, Mother Earth and every

part of life upon the Planet—rendering the waters undrinkable, making the air unbreathable, poisoning the soil, killing the
trees, the plants and the flowers, drowning the fish in chemicals, killing the animals in the name of science or for sport, and
murdering millions of innocent human beings in the process, I want to help, assist, and encourage, through education
and teaching, the immediate world around me. The business world needs the scientists and engineers to give them the
new products they sorely need to stay in business, and the scientific engineering world needs the money. And both of these
‘worlds’ within a world control the ‘marketplace,’ and it is these two worlds working together that have become a power
unto themselves resulting in the killing of our Planet.
Much of the reversion of the devastating impacts depends now upon the cooperation of the many scientists,
physicians, physiotherapists, psychotherapists, registered nurses, psychiatrists, psychologists, doctors (PhD’s), Dons,
University professors, medical practitioners, chiropractors, acupuncture specialists, physicists, biologists, doctors of homeopathy, naturopaths, inventors, backyard mechanics, electricians, technicians, computer programmers, radio hams, geologists,
pantheologists, pediatricians, surgeons, sales representatives for drug companies, dentists, scholars, philosophers, postgraduates, undergraduates, students of economics, meteorologists, electronic specialists, teachers, mathematicians, salesmen and saleswomen, and business leaders in every field, housewives, school and kindergarten teachers, etcetera...etc....etc...
In realizing that the success of such a reversion, and ultimately the health of our Planet, lies in the hands and hearts
of people like myself, I desire to be part of this most important VITAL Scientific Venture, The World Foundation for
Natural Science. I want to help change the present trend of thinking that only money and monetary gains are necessary
to have a healthy and happy life with little or no consideration for the health of our world, and break the web of deceit and
greed which is strangling the minds and hearts of many an innocent man and woman who are wholly unaware of these
destructive actions.
In recognizing the fact that I will be coming back into another life to take care of the very toxic waste dumps, for
example, that I might have been responsible for during this life, and the pollution I know I (or the industry at large) might
be causing during my life here on Earth, but instead chose to use every “delay tactic” I could in my everyday routine to
postpone what I know I could have taken care of today, and deliberately ignored or swept under the proverbial carpet of
irresponsibility, I now want to start doing the sensible thing and become proactive towards creating a better, cleaner and
healthier world, not only for myself, but for all those that will live far beyond my lifetime. In asking myself the question, as
to when I will be able to correct what I recognize to be wrong today, the answer comes back “now!”
I recognize that there has to be a Greater Power, a Higher Intelligence greater than our own—a FORCE, it can be
called—that directs, resurrects, restores, ‘and makes all things new again’....and again....and again. [Rev. 21:5] For a steady
and continuous restoration of our world and our lives, in accord with Natural and Divine Law, intelligent and honest men
and women—like myself—from all walks of life, no matter their religion or creed, no matter their colour of skin, no matter
their age or nationality, all dedicated to making a positive and lasting difference in this world for the world of today and the
future of our Planet, are necessary, and for them to study what makes this world, what keeps this world, and what this
world needs to continue in the true Spirit by and with which it was originally created. The health of our World, or what we
also call Schoolroom Planet Earth, and the individual life of every man, woman and child, the Animal Kingdom and Nature
Kingdom alike, as well as the lives of mankind as a whole, depends upon all of us living on this Planet and our way of living!
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